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SHOWTIME!

You should also be careful about redundancy of the first person
at che beginning of every sentence. Of course it's cough co
avoid using / when you're writing about yourself, but if you
show us more chan cell us about your experiences, it will lessen

:The Good, the Bad,
and the Ugly

che "I did chis ... I did chat ... blah, blah, blah." Create images and actual events and describe chem with concrete, sensory detail, and you'll find chat che fose person will be less
prominent and repetitive in your essay.

Sample Essays

:

. ·w·
f
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e learn through example. Reading successful college ap-

i plication essays can be a useful tool for revealing the

I

I
!
i

i

kinds .of approaches and elements that should be present in your
:ssay. ;samp\e essays let you know what the standards are and
what ls allowed. Your guidance counselor may have a file of es;ays ~ritten by graduates from your high school that were outstanding in some way. You might ask to see some of these essays
if yoJ think this will help you get ideas. You must realize, however, ~hat someone else's great essay is not going to be a blueprint
for yofr great essay. Your style and content will be di~erent. Your
life and experiences are different from everyone else's; therefore
vou d,bn't want to get caught in the trap of trying to model your
:ssay ltfcer the work of someone who isn't you.
'Jlhe following essays are presented as examples of certain
qualijies that you should consider as you write your unique
I
!!ssay. 1 Of these five essays, three are very good and two are ...
!
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well, not so good. After each essay are comments that discuss
the important points illustrated by these essays. Perhaps the
most valuable essays for you will be che "not-so-good" submis-

¡,
¡;
,•.

sions, because they exhibit che things you should avoid a~d

i·
I

that are common co application essays failing ro reveal positive
images of the college candidate.

¡I
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ESSAY ONE

,
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After having the temperature of my pupils taken and enduring
what seemed gallons of eyedrop fluid, I was asked to read the eye
chan while the nurse determined my fate based on my answers.
One of the first difficulties was trying to find the eye chart on the
white-plastered wall. Squinting, I located it and began my test. I
would cry confidently, "D," and glance over to see any form of
suggestion on the nurse's face, but nothing was there except cool
efficiency.
A fairly common problem that faces people today is the inability to read the indicated line on the eye chart. At the age of
thirteen I was taken to my optometrist for my first encounter
with the eye chan because I could no longer see the blackboard
at my all-girl Catholic school, and was also suffering from constant headaches. I had always assumed that the world beyond ten
feet was fuzzy and that everyone saw it the same way. This misconception was clarified the day I had my brown, marble-shaded
eyes examined and was told I was nearsighted. At the end of my
Ordeal with the Eye Chan I came out of the optometrist's office,
not with a smile on my face, but rather, a frame on my nose. I
was myopic and became one of the many people destined to
wear glasses and keep Ray Ban in a thriving business. Wearing
glasses not only changed the way I saw life, but it offered a difference that I live with daily and from which I learn to prosper.
When I received my first pair of corrective lenses, I could see
things that I had once missed. Road signs were no longer a
blotch of blurry color, but rather, definite symbols of meaning. I
no longer had to sit in the front row of a movie theatre to enjoy a
film. I could also participate in one of my favorite sports, basketball. My brown-rimmed spectacles seemed to hug my ears quite
comfortably while 1 ran for a lay-up. I found myself able to assist
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my¡p_arents when trying to read the screen of departing flights at
the 'airport before we left on our next farruly vacation. When takingjrny driver's test I started out on the right foot by being able
to lbcate and recite the eye chart with ease. I could now see what
en~bld me to pass my driver's test, which brought me responsibilities along with a new car. I would no longer shy away from
activities that required perfect eyesight, but on the other hand, I
would reach in my purse and pull out my passport to visionmy! glasses. I was at one point in the early stage of my "new
sig~t" e1:1barrassed to wear my glasses. afraid of what people
rru9ht think, but then I realized I was not about to sacnfice my
vis¡on for, a few moments of false image. Instead people would
haV¡e to accept and like me for my imperfect self or just have to
stop seeing themselves in the reflection of my plastic lenses.
Friends usually have mixed feelings about drastic changes in
the! ones they love. Sure enough, mine; had a sundry of commepts about the "new me." In the eyes of some of my cronies I
am, viewed as a secretary or businesswoman look-alike. There
are always those classmates who ask to look through my glasses
and I hand them over with trepidation. When my delicate lenses
are passed among several friends who try them on, they take
them off suddenly because everything is magnified to terrifying
prqportions. Inevitably my spectacles are returned with dozens
of fingerpr;ints imprinted on both lenses and the predictable
comment, "How can you see through these? You must be blind."
When this occurs it reminds me of how differently everyone
views the world. Some view it clearly and easily while others
need the help of something or someone to keep things in perspective. No decision is arrived upon without some outside
input; therefore people should keep others' points of view in
mihd when deciding upon anything of importance.
Glasses have their disadvantages and at some points can be a
nuisance. In Chemistry, for example, I had to wear my glasses
un~er the required goggles, which could get quite uncomfortabje and painful, crushing the bridge of my nose between two
in ompatible frames with every movement of my head.
Spfctacles are unforgiving companions because should I forget
them at home it is impossible to have a good time without them.
I
Al~, however, are fascinated at how the combination of sweat
anf gravity can make my glasses slip d~wn my nose and over

1
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\n each paragraph enrice us to read on, and the clinchers finish

my upper lip. Nearsightedness does have its advantages. Those

[ach paragraph with reflective thought. Though the essay runs

who are myopic must take more time to scrutinize the little de-

tails that make life worthwhile, and develop a virtue known to
few as "Patience." Those of us who see the world through corrective lenses tend not to be easily distracted and can be trusted
and relied upon for our focus.
My life in the world of myopia has taught me that everyone
sees the world differently and that a difference of perspectives
affects the way people make their decisions about everything.
One cannot judge a person just because they are extremely different in style or appearance or even because their differences
are slight and few. On the other hand everyone should be allowed to express their views of the world with freedom. The
cliche goes, "You can never really know a person until you have
walked a mile in their shoes." In my case I believe that you can
never really appreciate someone's perspective until you have
seen the horizon through their crafted lenses.

he essay is rich in
detail and insight,
os well os containing
some self-deprecating
humor .

T

jonger, than is usually advisable, it still holds our attention to
·

. [he very end.

ESSAY TWO

I

I:

This essay is a vivid example of how little things can

1,

l

mean a great deal. The writer
reveals her personality and

perspective, using images of
real events and what they
mean to her. The experience
of wearing glasses is common
enough. Many people wear corrective lenses. This writer takes
that simple experience, makes it live for us, and shows the readers that there is something that can be learned from myopia.
The essay is rich in detail and insight, as well as containing
some self-deprecating humor. Each paragraph has a topic
sentence and a well-developed purpose. The essay is positive
and concerns itself with learning and understancing, The leads
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fed wood Trees. Their scarred bark spells silent stories of time
passed, of strange and wondrous survival. Filtered light falls, allo+ing the webs of surrounding ferns to glow. No breeze upsets
th delica:te green knitting. Soft air suspends a canopy of innu1
rnerable needles. Sound is delicate.
X've sat at the foot of one of these mute grandparents many
ti~es, pr~ssing my back into its strength, savoring its stillness.
[I'he first chance I had to experience the redwoods was
thiough ~y freshman biology class. Each spring the biology
te4chers rit my school organize a week-long trip to the coast.
Campus becomes busy and anticipation runs high. Tents are set
up; all over the lawns, more sagging than standing. Students
I
st7ng sample lines into a "tidepool" on the hockey field and catalegue paper "crustaceans." Bio students call non-bio students
"fòraminifera heads," then laugh.
!trowever, nothing is ample preparation for the real thing.
Trfes which were merely large on videotape become massive
and awe-inspiring when actually touched. To we who live in the
hi~h desert, surrounded by dust and sagebrush, the spectacle of
lufh, layered walls of fems is breathtaking. Even slimy banana
slogs take on a mystical appearance.
!The intense feelings the redwoods give me will remain
forever. Sharing the moment a friend first saw the ocean
. .:. Crouching to the side of a trail, . sketching wildflowers
. . '. Watching the sun set from a jutting rock being boomed by
w¡ives far below. These were the most important, most truly
educational
experiences of the last four years.
I
.
.
I
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This essay was written in response to a question chac asked

j

che student co "Describe che educacional experience-formal
or informal-chat has had
che mosc significant impact

¡

he writer controls
this essay by using ·
show and tell to its
best advantage.

T

on your life." The response
is shore and sweet. Detail
and reflection abound in
this piece. It paints a picture
of che experience and tells
us what the event meant to

the student in images and
thoughts. The essay doesn't have to be a full 500 words if the
feelings and personal perspectives can be told in fewer words
with honest, straightforward language. The writer controls this
essay by using show and cell to its best advantage. His entire
life can't be captured in chis essay, but the appreciation he has
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for chese importane moments is clearly reflected in the details
and impressions expressed in the piece. When the essay question asks you to describe an experience, then you must use detail and insight to make che essay work to your advantage.
"Oocohs" and "aaaahs" are not enough. Show che experience,
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as did chis writer, and then tell what it means to you.
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ESSAY THREE

.,

,}
On a sunny day in 1982, I borded a plane to begin my trip
around the world. I felt both excited and scared not knowing exactly what lay ahead. I embarked upon eleven foreign lands
which included: Hong Kong, China, Japan, Indonesia, Thailand,
India, the Seyshelles Islands, Kenya, France, and England.
Although each country had its own personality, Kenya touched
me in a special way. What I saw and felt on the first day the jeep
headed out on the Masai Mara was more fulfilling than my highest
expectations.
;
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The sun rose quietly out of the tall grass on the savanna waking all forms of life to greet its warmth. The sky's hue changed to
royal blue and white clouds floated easily in the heavens. Along
the horizon, a herd of elephants swayed through the grass. As we
came closer, I discovered baby elephants trailing like a caboose
behind their mothers. Every elephant ..'.valked in the same direction as if a destination was awaiting them. Suddenly, my hean:
rose for just beyond the jeep a pride of lions lounged in the
spade of a tree. The male lion looked like a great king, wearing
His royal headdress, while watching his heirs tumble in the
~rasi;. In the distance, appeared hundreds of prancing gazelles.
Immediately, three of the lions dashed away to capture their prey.
P¡reœding their departure, a vulture flew overhead as a sign to us
tpat rhe prey had been caught. The scene created mixed emotions
~br me. pn one hand the killing made me angry, yet on the other
Hand, I knew it was necessary for the lions' survival. From obs1erving (he wildlife on the Masai Mara, I realized that the lives of
~e animals were only a simplified version of our life as humans.
Everyday we fight to survive. Basically, our motivation for sucdess is our desire to survive physically and mentally. We create
drganizations, such as governments, to supply order in our comrhunities. We depend on family and friends to give us love and
Jupport. Most of all we need food, clothing, and shelter in order
tb live. Our life may have more complications, but at the core humans and animals are both motivated by their desire to survive.
I
Îhe idea of all these animals as a metaphor for my life made the
gap between us closer. For once, I was in the cage and the animals were free. I saw myself in the animals. I identified with the
Wride of the lion, the exuberance of the gazelle, and the peace of
t!he elephant. I discovered the qualities we both share. I felt at one
}ith, not only the animals, but the universe.
i The colors of the land and sky were fading with the dying sun
as the jeep headed for camp. The cool air blew through my hair
~s I watched the day come to an end. In the twilight, I closed my
yyes and imagined the day to come.
1
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l I Frol che omset, this essay has proble:.Us. A word is misspelled
I

.

in tqe opening sentence-a disastrous mistake. Punctuation
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errors are evident throughout the writing-e-an equally perilous
red flag. The second paragraph runs on endlessly and is filled
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J' life. But true education, the education found only through expe-

very typical jungle scenes
chat don't do anything for

his ~ssay should

have focused
more on what the
experiences.meant
and not so incessantly on what was
seen.

che candidare. There is obviously a downside co detail. If
you describe an event and
leave yourself out of i e, then
che essay isn't about you, it's
about the event. A car advertisement may talk about che

road for a few seconds, bue it will spend far more cime discussing how che car handles che road. In chis piece we read a
litany of clichés about che experience, wich very little reflection
on each image. This essay should have focused more on what
che experiences meant and not so incessantly on what was
seen. The final noce char should be considered in chis essay is
chat it rambles into oblivion, couching on points of concern
for che student in che final sentences bue never developing

I
I
I
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chem. The college application essay can be an opportunity to
cell che admissions committee what you think about a certain
few issues, bue nor about dozens of issues and ideas. Perhaps
che most imporrane lesson co be learned from this essay is that
it was written ac che lase minute, had no objective eye co proof
it, and didn't have a clear plan.

ESSAY FOUR
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You might have surmised, after glancing at my hostile cumulative record and SAT scores, that my scholastic inclinations
have reflected nothing bui sheer mediocrity. I've always held
marginal tendencies towards anything educational. Oh, I love
learning, mind you, l savor any experience, good or bad, like it
was a piece of butterscotch candy. I invest it in my memory, in
hopes that il will flourish and become essential to me later in
· 1.:
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wich flowery descriptions of
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riehce and devastation, is the education that eventually evolves
intb wisdom. And it is wisdom I am seeking, not an impressive
I
..
grade point average. I'm sorry to disappoint you. I just condemn
this tedious process of being evaluated; educationally distilled,
spjritually dissected, and intellectually. abused. It would seem
on/y logical that I should be evaluated on how many continents
I've been. to (four) and on how many nations I've visited
(cfenty-one) and on the various cultures I've beheld. I should be
tested on.how many countries I've lived in during my early
youth (three) and how many different schools I was forced to adjur to before graduating from high school (nine). I should most
definitely, be graded on how well I was recently able to ascend
from
my abysmal
realm of manic depression. The degree of my
I
..
misery wa~ so horribly severe and overwhelming, I can see how
ndne of you staunch, caustic admissions officers could compreherid such a discrepancy in a prospective college student. But I
felt you should know. I wouldn't want to beguile you into believing I was perfect, which is probably what most students claim to
in THEIR college essays. I believe my transcript neglected to
mfntion that I tutor illiterate people, and that my idol is a
tienty-eight year old homeless man in Reseda, by the name of
Beatle John, who writes poetry. Or that I write poetry. Or that
my reading interests include Dostoyevsky and books on Zen
Bhddhism. Did you know that I was transitorily in love with
Ivan, the intellectual atheist, in The Brothers Karamazov, and
identify myself immensely with Alceste in Misanthrope? Surely
n6t. My transcript fails to mention any of that. It's bureaucracy,
iflyou ask me. Absolutely animal. I'm sincerely sorry I offended
you like this, but I'll sacrifice my acceptance into your noble institution for an opportunity to be liberated in expressing my true
feelings concerning education. I think.iin thirty of forty years,
be able to say I acquired the most education in high school.
But that it wasn't in the classroom.
; Pleaseexcuse this one-paragraph literary mess of animosity
and delirium. Thank you for allowing me to be true and honest,
apd I sincerely hope my transcript seems a bit less significant in
its importance after this "essay."
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This essay is a tragedy. It is obviously written by someone
who is intelligent bue does not know what he or she is doing. Ic
is negative, paranoid, and confrontational, and it rambles incessantly. le begins by declaring that che student is a "loser." It
flaunts a low grade point average as a sign of success and cries
co portray a rebellious, misunderstood teen who really "has it
together" far more chan che "numbers" indicare. When I fìrsc
read chis essay, I cringed. lt was self-destructive and badly advised. Obviously, chis student has a problem wich being judged
and cakes our che frustration in che essay. The college application essay is nor a place co plead your case for different

·T
· · his essay is a
· ',tragedy; H you
write an essay that
is anything like
· this, your cause
is doomed.

evaluation techniques in che
world of education. Being so
presumptuous as co assume
what ocher students may be
writing and accusing the
admissions officers of being
"staunch and caustic" shows

remarkably peor judgment.
This indicates char che student may have che vocabulary to read a college rexcbook bue is lacking che maturity co
survive che freshman year of classes. If you write an essay chat is
anything like chis, your cause is doomed.
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The five of us huddled inside the tiny tent-brother, father,
son, uncle, cousin. Even by four in the morning, the pouring rain
had not stopped its eight-hour marathon shower, and the confines
of the ridiculously small three-person tent had not gotten any
larger. Frigid water soaked my legs, and I tried in vain to identify
the owner of the elbow jutting into my back, preventing me from
sleeping. Outside, the fury of the storm's lightning and hail..... '.•:~:·~:-~?,:·~.-::-.-;;¡p. .;~.").~:$,-,::
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ESSAY FIVE
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Nature. Many tunes I nearly succumbed to the temptation to
hik~ out ab.d seek shelter in a dry car, but I could not face the
nu1bing r~~ outside. So, in the wee hou~~ ~f the gray morning,
I emerged with a look that would evoke pity m the hardest of
hefs--numb, achin~ and worn, I was ready to go home.
.
In seems' to be an immutable law of nature that fishing tnps
nev~r: go just right, sometimes much less right than expected.
But/ I always enjoy th~m _because they allow me a few precious
hours away from my life m the busy city. I have learned to value
the \time I spend up in the wilderness of the Sierra Nevada as a
timt of rej;uvenation, a time to remember just what life's all
about: resp~ct, education and family.
"Rly-fishing is nothing if not an act of homage to fish everyÏ
,
wh~re. As my Uncle Jerome has always told me, "Christopher,
the fish is smarter than you think. If you can see him, he can see
yoJ." Fishing is an act of deception that cannot be taken lightly.
If ~e fish spots me, doesn't buy my rendition of a Caddis fly, or
detects a fake-looking drag on my line, I walk away emptyharided. But on the occasions when I am lucky enough, crouch1
ing¡ in the damp grass beside a small stream to land a golden
tro?t, an Oncorhynchus mykiss aguabonita, and to hold it in my
ha9ds, I am faced with a rainbow of colors that a box of
Cr~yolas could not hope to create. The delicate yellow of its
belly blends with bright oranges and reds into a blue-gray body
I
that is more smooth than a river-washed stone. Scientists have
saidI that to know life ìs to love ìt; I believe that to fish ìs to love
Nature.
the experience of fishing evokes more than respect; it is truly
an ¡act of learning. Some things a biology text cannot teach
adequately. Should we protect nature? I intend to spend my life
trying to. But why? Certainly not because a concerned biologist
sa)/s I ought to. I remember hiking several grueling miles near
M~. Whitney and suddenly finding myself in the middle of the
most
beautiful meadow I had ever seen. Through
this gem in the
I
,
wijdemess flowed Cottonwood Creek, bordered by soft grasses
and round rocks. All around sprouted the pinks of the Sierra
primrose and the purples of the Jeffrey shooting star, and behind
thci trees rose Mt. Langley, a towering peak of granite. This is

11,:t::r N:'"'"

this is why I want to protect it. To fish
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couches say very clearly co the admissions committee

fdi- che fish, and the exact

; that uhis student pays intelligent, careful attention co derail,

¡

without being pompous or trivial. The writer knows the uni; ¡ vers~ around him or her at more than a superfìcial level and
i' 1i caresI abou't the uniqueness of place and time. The fìnal ele' l ment of style that the essay reveals is a keen sense of definition.

! f This·

essay;' is packed with meaning-emotional, technical,

: j and intellectual. T_he writer is self-deprecating, defining what
: I he

--~---~ ~-;· "~ ..:,.':"·:· .: {";-

learns from simple experiénces, re-creating images
that /show us the learning in
real-life detail, not celling us
che /"meaning of life" bue
rather, showing us "what life
is all about." (See Definition

1
1

If there ever was an essay chat captures che essence of show
and cell in a college application personal statemene, chis is ic. I
had che pleasure of watching chis essay grow from draft co
draft, and che writer literally crafted this piece wich a painter's

I

couch, scarring from a rough sketch co a fleshed-out drawing,
and chen adding fìne couches of detail, color, and nuance
of phrasing co achieve che final canvas. The essay does several things very well. It cells a story in anecdote form, che
"cramped-cene" episode caking us immediately co the scene of
che essay with a detailed action sequence, filled wich intelligence, sensitivity co derail, and graphic use of visual and tactile
imagery. Proof char it's che little things chat count is clearly offered here. As well, che fose paragraph leaves us wich a sentence
("I was ready co go home.") rhar allows che anecdote ro function like a blind lead char moves into che paragraphs chat follow, building interest. Of course, che rest of che piece has great
effect because of ics further use of superb technique, such as
Uncle Jerome's quote on che fìsh-it's always importane co
have someone say something in dialogue in the essay, and che
more personally connected co you they are che better. (See
Somebody Say Something! in chapter 5) The use of specialized

such as· che biological term

¡ nam~s for: the flowers and the mo untains and creek-these

there, in the most beautiful place on Earth, taught me the importance of preserving what I love.
But fishing has never been meaningful for me without the
presence of my family. Never have I trekked out to the mountains lacking my father or uncle or cousin. It's almost paradoxical: the act of fishing is such a solitary business, but the
celebrar ion of a catch is truly a celebration among friends. Even
on that prolonged night, wet and cold and hurting, I would rather
have had all five of us in that cramped tent than to have been
comfortable. For together we could laugh at our predicament
and share the moment. doing what we love in the best place in
the world to do it. That's what life is all about.
·.-·.::.:.:1·
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Essays in chapter 6.)

In the fìnal analysis, any essay that uses the techniques and
; honest revelation of personal experience chat we see in chis sirn-

j ple ¢xamination of a family fishing tradition will be a success.
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